Onset of the convection in a supercritical fluid.
A model is proposed that leads to the scaled relation tp/tau D=Ftp(Ra-Rac) for the development of convection in a pure fluid in a Rayleigh-Bénard cell after the start of the heat current at t=0. Here tp is the time of the first maximum of the temperature drop DeltaT(t) across the fluid layer, the signature of rapidly growing convection, tau D is the diffusion relaxation time, and Rac is the critical Rayleigh number. Such a relation was first obtained empirically from experimental data. Because of the unknown perturbations in the cell that lead to convection development beyond the point of the fluid instability, the model determines tp/tau D within a multiplicative factor Psi square root Rac(HBL), the only fit parameter product. Here Rac(HBL), of the order 10(3), is the critical Rayleigh number of the hot boundary layer and Psi is a fit parameter. There is then good agreement over more than four decades of Ra-Rac between the model and the experiments on supercritical 3He at various heat currents and temperatures. The value of the parameter Psi, which phenomenologically represents the effectiveness of the perturbations, is discussed in connection with predictions by El Khouri and Carlès of the fluid instability onset time.